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Class: I   Sec:                                                        Max.Marks:  25 

Date:  28.02.2019                                                 Time:   1 hour 

Name: …………………………………..                                                  Roll No:  ……… 
 

I.      Fill in the blanks with the words given below:-             5 x ½  = 2½                                       

  (   Plants ,  Clothes , Salad  ,  Lunch ,  wood  )   

 

1.  ________________  make us look  smart. 

2. Plants give us  ________________  to make furniture. 

3. Meals which we eat in the afternoon is called ________________  . 

4. ________________   grow from seeds. 

5. Mixture of raw and cut vegetables or fruits is called   ________________ . 
 
 

 
II.       Match the following:-        5 x ½  = 2½  

 1 Shrub a) Cotton clothes 

2 Uniform b) Pumpkin plant 

3 Creeper c) Who eat meat  

4 Non-vegetarians  d) Rose plant 

5 Summer season e) Special dress for school  

 

III.      Give two examples of each                                                            4 x ½  = 2 

1. Climbers:     _____________________ ,  _____________________ . 

 

2. Beverages:  _____________________ ,  _____________________ . 
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IV.    State whether the following are True (T) or False (F).   5 x ½  = 2½ 

   1.  Water is an important part of our diet.                     ________ 

   2.  Money plant is a herb.                                                ________ 

   3.  We should waste food.     ________ 

   4.  Clothes protect us from heat, cold, rain and dust. ________ 

   5.  Plants are our friends.      ________ 
 
 
 

V.   Choose the correct answer and write in the blanks.   5 x ½ = 2½   

 

1. We make  ________________  from sap of rubber tree. 

a) cotton              b)  rubber         c)  sugar      

 

2. In rainy season we use  _______________  to keep us dry. 

a)  raincoat        b)  T-shirt          c)  sandals 

 

3. We get medicine from plants such as   _____________ . 

a) Rose               b)  Tulsi               c) Jasmine 

 

4. Meals which we eat in the morning is called  _____________.  

a)  Dinner             b)  Lunch          c) Breakfast 

                                                                                    

5. ___________  need support to climb up. 

a)  Climbers          b)  Herbs          c) Shrubs 
 

 
 

VI.    Give one word for        2 x 1 = 2 
    

1. Very tall and strong plant. 
 

____________________________ 
 

2. People who do not eat meat. 
 

____________________________ 
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VII.    Circle the odd one        4 x ½ = 2  

 

1.    Fish,   Egg,          Apple,         Milk 

 

2.    Cloves,   Pepper,       Ginger,         Cotton 

 

3.    Frock,   Umbrella,  Short,     T-shirt 

 

4.    Mango,   Papaya,  Banana, Lady’s Finger 
 

 

 

VIII.    Answer the following.            3 x 1 = 3         

   

1. Name any two different types of plants? 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Name any two clothes you wear in winter? 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Give two reasons why do we need food? 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
  

 

 

 

 

 

IX. Draw and colour any one thing you wear in summer season. 1 x 1 = 1 
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X. Arrange the following food items in the correct group.  6 x ½ = 3  

 

(      Wheat,      Cashewnuts,      Rice,      Brinjal,      Walnuts,      Potato      ) 

 

Dry fruits Cereals  Vegetables 

   

   

 

 

 

XI.    Label the parts of the plant.              4 x ½ = 2 

   

               


